ASSOCIATION OF GOVERNMENT ACCOUNTANTS
CHICAGO CHAPTER
BOARD MEETING MINUTES FOR DECEMBER 3, 2013
Present

Present

Elaine Igelman, President
Matthew Matczynski, Past President
Thomas DiLisio, Treasurer
Frank Moy, Education Director
Olga Gesell, Website Director & Historian
Alexandria Hayden, Newsletter Editor
Raul Nieto, CGFM
Eddie Jones, Community Service Director
Amanda Cross, Awards Director

Rick Urbanowski, Chapter Recognition
Absent
Janet Knauff, Membership Director
Cynthia “CJ” Carter, Program Director
Julio Cestero, Early Careers & Accountability Director
Steve Whitecotton, Job Referral

SUMMARY OF MEETING
Quorum
Matt took a roll call and announced that there was a quorum.
Chapter Advertisement
Matt mentioned that progress needs to be made on the chapter advertisement that the executive committee
agreed to at a previous CEC meeting. Matt reminded the CEC that the chapter set a budget of $250 for
this project, which includes the recruitment scholarship funds. Matt also mentioned that the recruitment scholarship funds need to be used and documentation provided to the national office supporting
its use by January 31, 2014.
Matt mentioned that at present, the CEC had not determined which publication(s) to place the ad in. Matt
asked if anyone had information on advertising rates. A CEC member responded that it is difficult to
determine the cost to place the chapter’s advertisement in any publication since the chapter has not designed the ad yet. Discussion was held, and it was determined that the best approach would be to design the chapter’s advertisement first, and after that research advertising rates and determine which
publication(s) to place the ad in.
Matt asked for volunteers to design the chapter’s advertisement. Eddie volunteered to design the ad.
A CEC member proposed that the advertisement include picture(s), and asked who would have such pictures. Olga mentioned that she had pictures, and volunteered to provide the pictures for the ad.
Elaine proposed that the chapter consider using the recruitment scholarship funds to pay for the membership fees of new members. Matt responded that per his conversation with Janet, who applied for and
received the recruitment scholarship on the chapter’s behalf and/or information he had read about the
recruitment scholarship, he believes that the scholarship funds cannot be used directly to pay for or offset the membership fees of new members.
Elaine proposed that the chapter use the recruitment scholarship funds to provide a scholarship for a needy
person. Matt mentioned to Elaine that the chapter had already voted at a previous CEC meeting to use
the recruitment scholarship funds to pay for a chapter advertisement, and asked Elaine if she wished to
reopen the issue on what to use the recruitment scholarship funds on. Elaine declined to reopen the
topic. Rick mentioned that the term “scholarship” used by the national office in describing the funds is
a bit deceiving, as the funds are not a “scholarship” that the chapter issues to someone, but rather that
the funds are to be used by the chapter to help the chapter’s recruitment activities.
Changing Price Of Future Monthly Continuing Education Seminars
Elaine mentioned that she believes the chapter needs to do something to increase attendance at the chapter’s
monthly Continuing Education Seminars, and proposed that the pricing scheme used by the chapter,
that being $15 for members and $25 for non-members without lunch (with lunch costing an additional
$10) be changed.

SUMMARY OF MEETING-Continued
Price Change Of Future Monthly Continuing Education Seminars (Continued)
Elaine mentioned that beginning with the January Continuing Education Seminar, we have some high quality live
speakers lined up to speak, and that she wants to see attendance levels increased.
Olga mentioned that she believes that the cost of the monthly seminars is too high, and discussed the attendance
levels at the chapter’s first two Continuing Education Seminars of the chapter year. Olga also mentioned that
the previous chapter year when the chapter offered the seminars for free for members and $5 for non-members,
attendance at the seminars was higher. Olga also mentioned that if the chapter is paying for an audio conference, it would be more of a member benefit to offer it at a low cost so many members attend and benefit from it
instead of only a few. Olga also mentioned that for live speakers, there is little cost involved to the chapter,
thus not warranting the current pricing structure.
Tom discussed the value of providing CPEs and mentioned that he is in favor of keeping the current pricing structure, and cautioned against giving educational events for free. Tom mentioned that audio conferences are used
because the chapter has a difficult time finding live speakers. Tom mentioned that surveys were conducted in
the past, and that no survey respondent mentioned the cost of chapter events. Tom also mentioned that if the
chapter reduced the price of the monthly seminars, we would have to rely more on the proceeds of the chapter’s
annual conference to fund the chapter’s yearly activities, and that doing this would place an unfair burden on
conference attendees who pay out of their own pocket, like himself.
Matt mentioned that although live speakers who speak for free are great, they are difficult to find. He also mentioned that there is value to such speakers even though they are free to the chapter, and said that the main reason such speakers are free is because often times such speakers are government employees whose ethics rules /
ethics office prohibits them from accepting speaker fees. Matt mentioned that in previous years, some government speakers could not even accept reimbursement for the taxi cab fare or CTA fare to travel to and from the
meeting site, even if it was only a few dollars; and thus had to pay it out of their own pocket to speak at our
event. Matt mentioned that he, CJ, and Elaine have worked hard to find live speakers, but they are difficult to
find, and that if anyone knows of any potential speakers to let him know.
Tom mentioned he agreed with Matt’s comments, and mentioned that the chapter members have told us that they
do not like speakers to be repeated, thus making the job of finding speakers even more difficult.
A CEC member proposed reducing the price of the monthly seminars, but not making it free.
Elaine mentioned that the non-member price of $25 was too much and proposed reducing the price to $20.
Rick proposed keeping the gap between members and non-member prices the same, or even increasing the gap to
encourage membership.
Additional discussion was held by the CEC on this topic.
Tom proposed holding a vote first on whether the current pricing structure needs to be changed before discussing
new prices.
Matt made a motion of: Are you in favor of changing the pricing structure of the monthly continuing education
seminars? Frank seconded the motion. A vote was held, and all those casting votes voting against, with the
exception of two CEC members who voted in favor. Thus the motion to change the pricing structure of the
monthly continuing education seminars failed, and the current pricing scheme of $15 members and $25 nonmembers (no lunch) with an additional $10 charge to members and non-members for lunch will remain in effect.
Agenda Item Regarding Changing The Price Of Chapter Membership (Proposal To Reduce Or Eliminating $7
Chapter Membership Fee) And Agenda Item Regarding Changing The Schedule Of Continuing Education Seminars (Proposal To Make The Seminars Less Frequent, Such As Every Other Month)
Elaine mentioned that she had requested that these two items be put on the agenda for discussion at today’s CEC
meeting. Elaine mentioned that based on the discussion just held at this meeting, she wishes to withdraw both
items for discussion. No CEC member commented on Elaine’s desire to withdraw both agenda items, so no
discussion was held on these two agenda items.
Agenda Item To Change The Time And Venue Of Continuing Education Seminars (Proposal To Hold The Seminars
Early In The Morning And At A Different Location Such As A Restaurant)
Elaine mentioned that she proposed this agenda item and still wishes to discuss it.
Discussion was held on this topic. CEC members discussed that breakfast meetings were held in the past, the
breakfast meetings were well attended, and discussion was held on establishments used in the past to hold
breakfast meetings.
It was the consensus of the CEC participants to explore holding breakfast meetings.

SUMMARY OF MEETING-Continued
Agenda Item To Change The Time And Venue Of Continuing Education Seminars (Proposal To Hold The
Seminars Early In The Morning And At A Different Location Such As A Restaurant) (Continued)
A CEC member proposed that the February Continuing Education Seminar be a breakfast meeting, as Sheila
Weinberg will be the speaker.
Matt mentioned that the chapter currently does not have a room reserved for the February Continuing Education Seminar, as a date for the seminar has not been established yet.
Elaine mentioned that she will contact Sheila Weinberg and set a date, and if that date does not work someone
may be able to speak in Sheila’s place.
It was mentioned that availability of space to hold the February seminar may impact what date the seminar is,
and Matt encouraged a decision be made regarding breakfast meetings so he can find a conference room if
needed and a date be selected.
It was mentioned that additional research will need to be performed, so a decision on holding breakfast meetings was tabled to the next CEC meeting. In the meantime, Alex volunteered to perform research on establishments to hold the breakfast meeting at and the cost involved with holding a meeting at such establishments.
Agenda Item To Reduce / Eliminate The Use Of AGA Audio Conferences At Monthly Continuing Education
Seminars
Elaine mentioned that she proposed this agenda item and still wishes to discuss it. She mentioned that attendance was low for audio conference seminars, and that they don’t seem to work.
Matt reminded the CEC participants that as voted on at a previous CEC meeting, the chapter purchased 4
AGA audio conferences in order to take advantage of a volume discount. Matt mentioned that 2 of the 4
audio conferences have been used, so we have 2 more audio conferences to select this chapter year that
the chapter already paid for.
Matt mentioned that the AGA audio conferences are used since as previous discussed, live speakers are difficult to find. Matt mentioned that the AGA audio conferences allow the chapter to provide educational
events on topics that the chapter cannot find speakers for, and pointed out that as the audio conference
CPEs are issued by the national office and not the Chicago chapter, they are NASBA CPEs.
A CEC member mentioned that some of last year’s AGA audio conferences were well attended, but other audio conferences held the very same year were not well attended. The CEC member mentioned that the
audio conference topic could be driving attendance levels.
Matt mentioned that last year’s audio conferences on The Yellow Book and on Internal Controls were not well
attended, but audio conferences on other topics such as fraud were well attended.
A CEC member who reviewed the list of future AGA audio conferences commented that the audio conferences being held in the future are on some good topics.
A CEC member asked a question about whether the chapter can change the date and time of the audio conferences. Matt responded by saying no, and mentioned that as the audio conferences are live, the date and
time cannot be changed. All AGA audio conferences are held on Wednesdays from 1:00 PM – 3:00 PM
Central Time, and there are usually 2 AGA audio conferences held per month.
A CEC member asked a question about the chapter purchasing past audio conferences being sold on CD that
are available on the AGA website. Matt responded that the chapter cannot issue CPEs for this. (After the
call had ended, Matt clarified his answer by explaining that this topic was discussed at the 2013 Sectional
Leadership Meeting, and that the national office claims that CPEs cannot be granted for playing such
CDs. It was explained that CPEs can be issued for live audio conferences and not for playing CDs because participants must have the ability to ask the speaker questions, which is a requirement for issuing
CPEs. At the Sectional Leadership Meeting, a participant asked if CPEs could be granted if the CD was
played and there was a Subject Matter Expert present to answer any questions. The national office explained that it is possible that CPEs could be issued; however, this is a grey area and it is not advised to
provide CPEs in such a situation as doing this may still not meet NASBA and/or state requirements for
issuing CPEs).
Toys For Tots Toy Collection
Matt reminded the CEC members that the chapter will be holding a Toys For Tots toy collection in December.
Matt requested that if anyone wished to place a collection box in their office, to contact Matt as he has
extra Toys For Tots collection boxes.

